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MONTE CARLOS & FRAGMENTATION
PYTHIA anno 1978
๏

(then called JETSET)
•

LU TP 78-18
November, 1978
A Monte Carlo Program for Quark Jet
Generation
T. Sjöstrand, B. Söderberg
A Monte Carlo computer program is
presented, that simulates the
fragmentation of a fast parton into a
jet of mesons. It uses an iterative
scaling scheme and is compatible with
the jet model of Field and Feynman.

Note:
Field-Feynman was an early fragmentation model
Now superseded by the String (in PYTHIA) and Cluster (in
HERWIG & SHERPA) models.
Peter Skands

Monash University
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FROM PARTONS TO PIONS

Here’s a fast parton
Fast: It starts at a high
factorization scale
Q = QF = Qhard

It showers
(bremsstrahlung)

It ends up
at a low effective
factorization scale
Q ~ mρ ~ 1 GeV

Q
Qhard

Peter Skands

1 GeV

Monash University
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FROM PARTONS TO PIONS

Here’s a fast parton
Fast: It starts at a high
factorization scale
Q = QF = Qhard

It showers
(bremsstrahlung)

It ends up
at a low effective
factorization scale
Q ~ mρ ~ 1 GeV

Q
Qhard

1 GeV

How about I just call it a hadron?
→ “Local Parton-Hadron Duality”
Peter Skands

Monash University
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PARTON → HADRONS?
Early models: “Independent Fragmentation”
๏

Local Parton Hadron Duality (LPHD) can give useful results for
inclusive quantities in collinear fragmentation
•

Motivates a simple model:
•

“Independent Fragmentation”

q

π
π

π

But …
๏

The point of confinement is that partons are coloured
•

Hadronisation = the process of colour neutralisation
•

๏

๏

๏

→ Unphysical to think about independent fragmentation of a single
parton into hadrons
→ Too naive to see LPHD (inclusive) as a justification for Independent
Fragmentation (exclusive)
→ More physics needed

Peter Skands

Monash University
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COLOUR NEUTRALISATION
A physical hadronization model

๏

P. Skands

Introduction to QCD

Should involve at least TWO partons, with opposite color
*
charges
(e.g.,
think ofmodels
them(such
as asRRegge
andTheory
anti-R)
or Heavy Quark Effective
Theory), or
phenomenological
or the
•

R

String and Cluster Hadronisation Models) must be used, which in turn depend on additional
non-perturbative parameters whose relation to, e.g., ↵s (MZ ), is not a priori known.
non-perturbative
For some of these questions, such as hadron masses, lattice QCD can furnish important
Late times
additional insight, but for multi-scale and/or time-evolution problems, the applicability of
(non-perturbative)
lattice methods is still severely restricted; the lattice formulation of QCD requires a Wick
ne
o
rotation to Euclidean space. The time-coordinate can then be treated on an equal footing
with
c
t
h
ig
the other dimensions, but intrinsically Minkowskian problems, such as the time evolution
of a
l
t
h
system, are inaccessible. The limited size of current lattices also severely constrain
the scale
rig
g
n
hierarchies that it is possible to “fit” between the lattice spacing and the lattice
lo size.
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A final example of the application of the underlying SU(3) group theory
to QCD
(perturbative)
considering which colour states we can
obtain by combinations of quarks
and gluons. The
Space
simplest example of this is the combination of a quark and antiquark. We can form a total of
nine different colour-anticolour combinations, which fall into two irreducible representations
Strong “confining” field emerges between the two charges when their
of SU(3):
3⌦3=8 1.
(29)
↵
↵
↵
1
The singlet corresponds
to the
wave function
*) Really,
a symmetric
colour singlet
state p3 RR̄ + GḠ + B B̄ , which
is invariant under SU(3) transformations (the definition of a singlet). The other eight linearly Pindependent
e t e r S k a n d s combinations (which can be represented
M o n a sby
h Uone
n i v e rfor
s i t y each Gell-Mann matrix,

separation >~ 1fm
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RECAP: COLOUR FLOW
Colour flow in parton showers

(leading-colour approximation)

๏

Example: Z0 → qq
3

5
7
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1.1: Color development of a shower in e e annihilation. Systems of color
are indicated
by the
dashed
lines.
Coherence
of pQCD
cascades
→ not much “overlap” between systems
→ Leading-colour approximation pretty good
(LEP measurements in e+e-→W+W-→hadrons confirm this

Color information

(at least to order 10% ~ 1/Nc2 ))

Note: (much) more color getting kicked around in hadron collisions. More tomorrow.
generators track large-Nc color information during the developm

MC
In the large-Nc limit, a quark is represented by a color line, i.e. a 7li
Peter Skands

Monash University

Long Wavelengths >

-15
-15
10 m

THE ULTIMATE LIMIT: WAVELENGTHS > 10
๏

Quark-Antiquark Potential

46

•

STATIC QUARK-ANTIQUARK POTENTIAL:
As function of
separation distance

What physical!
2641
system has a !
linear potential?

SCALING. . .

Scaling plot

LATTICE QCD SIMULATION.
Bali and Schilling Phys Rev D46 (1992) 2636

2GeV-

M

Long Distances ~ Linear Potential

(in “quenched” approximation)

1 GeV—

2

“Confined” Partons
(a.k.a. Hadrons)

Short Distances ~ “Coulomb”
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FIG. 4.

All potential data of the five lattices have been scaled to a universal curve by subtracting Vo and measuring energies and
distances in appropriate units of &E. The dashed curve correspond to V(R) = R —
~/12R. Physical units are calculated by exploiting the relation &cr =420 MeV.

~ Force required to lift a 16-ton truck
&235(2)(13) MeV .

turbative results. Although we are aware that our lattice
resolution is not yet really suScient, we might dare to
P. S k a n d s
Needless to say, this value does not necessarily apply to
previe~ the continuum behavior of the Coulomb-like
P e t e r full
S k aQCD.
nds
Monash University
term from our results. In Fig. 6(a) [6(b)] we visualize the
AM~a=46. 1A~
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(NOTE ON THE LENGTH OF STRINGS)
In Spacetime:
๏

String tension ≈ 1 GeV/fm → a 5-GeV quark can travel 5 fm before all its
kinetic energy is transformed to potential energy in the string.
•

Then it must start moving the other way (→ “yo-yo” model of mesons. Note:
•

string breaks → several mesons)

In Rapidity :

1
y = ln
2

๏

(convenient variable
in momentum space)

(

✓

E + pz
E pz

1
for m ! 0 : ln
2

✓

1 + cos ✓
1 cos ✓

Particle Production:
If the quark gives all its energy to a single pion
traveling along the z axis

ymax ⇠ ln

✓

2Eq
m⇡

◆

1
= ln
2

◆

=

✓

(E + pz )
E 2 p2z

2

ln tan(✓/2) = ⌘
“Pseudorapidity”

◆

)

Rapidity is useful because it is
additive under Lorentz boosts
(along the rapidity axis)

y 0 = y + ln

s

1
1+

➾ Δy difference is invariant

Scaling (in “lightcone” p±=E±pz; for system along z axis)
implies flat central rapidity plateau (+ some endpoint effects)

◆

Increasing Eq → logarithmic growth in rapidity range
Peter Skands

Monash University
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FROM PARTONS TO STRINGS
Motivates a model:

String B

๏

๏

Let color field collapse into a narrow
flux tube of uniform energy density
•

κ ~ 1 GeV / fm

๏

Limit → Relativistic 1+1 dimensional
worldsheet

In QCD, the roles of electric and

•

String
Quarks
(and
Worldsheet

There are at least two possible an

In “unquenched” QCD
g→qq → The strings will break
•

→ Gaussian suppression of high mT2 = mq2 + pT2

Schwinger Effect
Non-perturbative creation
of e+e- pairs in a strong
external Electric field

~
E

e+

Heavier quarks suppressed. Prob(d:u:s:c) ≈ 1 : 1 : 0.2 : 10-11

ePedagogical Review: B. Andersson, The Lund model.
Camb. Monogr. Part. Phys. Nucl. Phys. Cosmol., 1997.
Peter Skands

M o n a s h UP.
n i vSekr as int d
ys

antiquarks) are “chro

•

÷

CANONICAL

๏

(In superconductors, would requi

•

•

•

๏

In QCD, strings can (and do) b

time

+

Probability from
Tunneling Factor
P / exp

✓

2

m
/⇡

p2?

◆

( is the string tension equivalent)
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String Break
FRAGMENTATION
FUNCTION
(see lecture notes for how selection is made
between different spin/excitation states)

Having selected a hadron flavor
he middle and spreads outwards:

๏

๏

How much momentum does it take?
•

M

Spacelike
2 Separation

m⊥

Spacetime Picture

q

leftover string,
further string breaks

time

t

2 m2
⊥

1
The meson M takes a fraction z of
the quark momentum,

q

z

sally disconnected
ry order
Peter Skands

spatial
separation
3
2.5

f(z), a = 0.5, b= 0.7
mT2 = 20.25
mT2 = 1
mT = 4
Monash University

How big that fraction is,
z ∈ [0,1],
is determined by the
fragmentation function, f(z,Q02)

11

mplicates the extraction for lighter particles, see section 1.2.3. For diquarks, se
LEFT-RIGHT
SYMMETRY
rameters control the relative
rates of spin-1
diquarks vs. spin-0 ones and, likewis
be extracted from data.
String Break
With p2? and m2 now fixed, the final step is to select the fraction, z, of the fragm
Causality
→ Left-Right
Symmetry
dpoint quark’s
longitudinal
momentum
that is carried by the created hadron, an
which the
string model
is highly
predictive. The
requirement
z that the fragmenta
→ Constrains
form
of fragmentation
function!
dependent of the sequence in which breakups are considered (causality) imposes
→ LundonSymmetric
Function function, f (z), with the s
ht symmetry”
the possibleFragmentation
form of the fragmentation
q
✓
◆
2
2
1
b (mh + p?h )
a
f (z) / (1 z) exp
,
z
z
•

•

๏

Small
Small
b vector mesons, with the fou
The PYTHIA implementation includes
thea lightest pseudoscalar
and
→ “high-z tail”
→ “low-z enhancement”
ltiplets (scalar, tensor, anda=0.9
2 pseudovectors) available but disabled by default, largely because
a=0.1
b=2 included. For bary
tes are poorly known and thus may result in a worse2.0
overall description
when
b=0.5
1.5
htest spin-1/2 and -3/2 multiplets are included.
1.5

1

1.0

1.0
both curves
using b=1, mT=1

0.5
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

both curves using
a=0.5, mT=1

130.5
1.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Note: In principle, a can be flavour-dependent. In practice, we only distinguish between baryons and mesons
Peter Skands

Monash University
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ITERATIVE STRING BREAKS

Causality → May iterate from outside-in

QUV

u(p 0, p+)

shower
···

+

QIR

(p

0

p 1, z1 p+)

dd¯
K 0(p

1

p 2, z2(1

z1 )p+)

ss̄
...

Fig. 21: Illustration of the iterative selection of flavours and momenta in the Lund string fragmentation model

Peter Skands

Monash University

⇤
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THE (LUND) STRING MODEL

Main implementation: PYTHIA. (EPOS also implements a string-based hadronisation model.)

Map:
• Quarks → String Endpoints
• Gluons → Transverse
Excitations (kinks)

• Physics then in terms of

string worldsheet evolving
in spacetime

• Probability of string break
(by quantum tunneling)
constant per unit area →
AREA LAW

→ STRING EFFECT

Simple space-time picture

Details of string breaks more complicated (e.g., baryons, spin multiplets)
Peter Skands

Monash University
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1980: string (colour coherence) e↵ect
gluon

quark

string motion in the event plane
(without breakups)
antiquark

Predicted unique event structure;
inside & between jets.
Confirmed first by JADE 1980.

Generator crucial
to sell physics!
(today: PS, M&M, MPI, . . . )
P e t e r SSjöstrand
kands
Torbjörn

M oDevelopments
n a s h U n i v e r s iof
t y Event Generators
Status and

slide 5/28
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1980: string (colour coherence) e↵ect
gluon

quark

string motion in the event plane
(without breakups)
antiquark

Predicted unique event structure;
inside & between jets.
Confirmed first by JADE 1980.

Generator crucial
to sell physics!
(today: PS, M&M, MPI, . . . )
P e t e r SSjöstrand
kands
Torbjörn

M oDevelopments
n a s h U n i v e r s iof
t y Event Generators
Status and

slide 5/28
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QUARK AND GLUON JETS

More recent study (LHC)
Gluon connected to two string pieces
ATLAS
gluon

s = 8 TeV, Lint = 20.3 fb-1

ATLAS, Eur.Phys.J. C76 (2016) no.6, 322

〈 ncharged 〉

coherence)
e↵ect
2

charged

charged

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN

ATLAS
s = 8 TeV
Lint = 20.3
ptrack > 0.5 GeV
T

20
0

quark

ptrack > 0.5 GeV
T

Data (with stat. uncertainty)
string motion in the event plane
Data stat. ⊕ syst. uncert.
(without breakups)
Pythia 8.175 AU2 CT10
antiquark

Quark Jets (Data)
Gluon Jets (Data)
Quark Jets (Pythia 8 AU2)
Gluon Jets (Pythia 8 AU2)
3
Quark Jets N LO pQCD
3
Gluon Jets N LO pQCD

Pythia 8.186 A14 NNPDF2.3

Predicted
unique
event structure;
Herwig++
2.7.1 EE5
CTEQ6L1
Each quark connected to one string piece
inside & between jets.
-2
500
1000
1500
Confirmed
first
by
JADE
1980.
→ expect factor 2 ~ CA/CF larger
particle
Jet p [GeV]
multiplicity
in gluoncrucial
jets vsTquark jets
Generator

to sell(a)physics!

0

500

1000

1500
Jet p [GeV]

See also
Larkoski et al., JHEP 1411 (2014) 129
Thaler et al., Les Houches, arXiv:1605.04692

T

(b)

Can be hugely important for discriminating new-physics signals (decays to quarks vs
(today: PS, M&M, MPI, . . . )
decays to gluons, vs composition of background and bremsstrahlungtrack
combinatorics )

re 5: The jet pT dependence of (a) the di↵erence in the average charged-particle multiplicity (pT > 0.5 GeV)
Status and Developments of Event Generators
slide 5/28
een the more forward and the more central jet. The band for the data is the sum in quadrature of the systematic
Peter Skands
Monash University
statistical uncertainties and the error bars on the data points represent the statistical uncertainty. Bands on the
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●

hard
subprocess

THE CLUSTER MODEL

jet

jet

Two main (independent) implementations: HERWIG, SHERPA

Starting
observation:
“Preconfinement”
p
p ●
The HERWIG
Cluster
●

๏

jet

hard
subprocess

jet

Model

+ Force g→qq splittings at Q0
underlying
“Preconfinement”:
event
→
high-mass
q-qbar
“clusters”
p
p ●
The
HERWIG
Cluster Model
colour flow is local
Isotropic 2-body decays to hadrons
underlying evolution
in coherent
shower
“Preconfinement”:
event
according
to PS ≈ (2s +1)(2s2+1)(p*/m)
colour flow is local 1
•

•

•

●

•

•

●

in coherent shower evolution

Universal
spectra!
(but high-mass
tail problematic)

Z 00
Z

e+ e+
๏

Peter Skands

ee−

1)string-like.
Introduce forced
g → qq small
branchings
Large clusters →
(In
PYTHIA,
strings → cluster-like).
1) Introduce forced g → qq branchings
2) Form colour singlet clusters
Monash University
2) Form
colour singlet clusters
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JETS
QCD lecture 4 (p. 19)
Jets

Jets as projections

Think of jets as projections that provide a universal view of events
π

p

φ
K

LO partons
partons
LO

NLO partons
partons
NLO

parton shower
Parton
Shower

hadron level
Hadron
Level

JetJet
Definition
Def n

JetJet
Definition
Def n

JetJet
Definition
Def n

JetJet
Definition
Def n

jet 1

jet 2

jet 1

jet 2

jet 1

jet 2

jet 1

Illustrations by G. Salam

π

jet 2

to jets
provides
“universal”
of event algorithms
I’m not goingProjection
to cover the
many
different
types ofview
jet clustering
(kT, anti-kT, C/A, cones, …) - see e.g., lectures & notes by G. Salam.
➤ Focus instead on the physical origin and MC modeling of jets
Peter Skands

Monash University
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JETS VS PARTON SHOWERS
Jet clustering algorithms
๏

Map event from low E-resolution scale (i.e., with many partons/hadrons, most of
which are soft) to a higher E-resolution scale (with fewer, hard, IR-safe, jets)
•

Many soft particles
Q ~ Λ ~ mπ ~
150 MeV

Q ~ Qhad
~ 1 GeV

Jet Clustering
(Deterministic*)
(Winner-takes-all)

Parton Showering
(Probabilistic)

Hadronization

A few hard jets
Q~ Ecm
~ MX

Born-level ME

Parton shower algorithms
Map a few hard partons to many softer ones
Probabilistic → closer to nature.
Not uniquely invertible by any jet algorithm*
(* See “Qjets” for a probabilistic jet algorithm, arXiv:1201.1914)
(* See “Sector Showers” for a deterministic shower, arXiv:1109.3608)
Peter Skands

Monash University
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INFRARED SAFETY

Definition: an observable is infrared safe if it
is insensitive to
๏

SOFT radiation:
Adding any number of infinitely soft particles (zero-energy)
should not change the value of the observable

COLLINEAR radiation:
Splitting an existing particle up into two comoving ones
(conserving the total momentum and energy)
should not change the value of the observable
Note: some people use the word “infrared” to refer to soft only. Hence you may also hear
“infrared and collinear safety”. Advice: always be explicit and clear what you mean.
Peter Skands

Monash University
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EXAMPLE
Counting the number of
particles/tracks is … ?
๏

๏

i
The number of tracks, weighted
by energy times angle*?
๏

angle*: with respect to some principal axis representing the “collinear”
direction (e.g., jet axis or “event-shape” axis)
๏

Peter Skands

Monash University
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WHY DO WE CARE?
QCD lecture 4 (p. 29)
Jets
Cones

Consequences of collinear unsafety

(example by G. Salam)

Collinear Safe

Collinear Unsafe

Virtual and Real go into same bins!

jet 1

n
αs

x (− ∞ )

Virtual and Real go into different bins!

jet 1

n
αs

jet 1

x (+ ∞ )

n
αs

x (− ∞ )

jet 1

n
αs

jet 2

x (+ ∞ )

Infinities cancel

Infinities do not cancel

(KLN: ‘degenerate states’)

Invalidates perturbation theory

QCD lecture 4 (p. 30)
Jets
Cones

IRC safety & real-life

Invalidates perturbation theory
Real life does not have infinities, but pert. infinity leaves a real-life trace
α2s + α3s + α4s × ∞ → α2s + α3s + α4s × ln pt /Λ → α2s + α3s + α3s
! "# $

BOTH WASTED

Among consequences of IR unsafety:

Peter Skands

Monash University
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THERE IS NO UNIQUE OR “BEST” JET DEFINITION
๏

YOU decide how to look at event
The construction of jets is inherently ambiguous
•

1. Which particles get grouped together?

๏

๏

Jet
Definition

JET ALGORITHM
(+ size/resolution parameters)

2. How will you combine their momenta?
RECOMBINATION SCHEME
(e.g., ‘E’ scheme: add 4-momenta)

Ambiguity complicates life, but gives flexibility in one’s view of events
→ At what resolution / angular size are you looking for structure(s)?
→ Do you prefer “circular” or “QCD-like” jet areas? (Collinear vs Soft structure)
→ Sequential clustering → substructure (veto/enhance?)

Peter Skands

Monash University
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TYPES OF ALGORITHMS
1. Sequential Recombination
๏

Take your 4-vectors. Combine the ones that have the lowest
‘distance measure’

๏

Different names for different distance measures
Durham kT :

2
Rij

⇥

Cambridge/Aachen :
Anti-kT :

min(kT2 i , kT2 j )
2
Rij

2
Rij
/ max(kT2 i , kT2 j )

2
ArClus (3→2): p? = sij sjk /sijk

kT2 i = Ei2 (1
2
Rij
= (⌘i

cos ✓ij )
⌘j )2 +

2
ij

+ Prescription for how to
combine 2 momenta into 1
(or 3 momenta into 2)

→ New set of (n-1) 4-vectors
Iterate until A or B (you choose which):
A: all distance measures larger than something
B: you reach a specified number of jets
Peter Skands

Monash University

Look at event at:
specific resolution
specific njets
25

WHY K T (OR P T OR ∆R)?
Attempt to (approximately) capture universal jet-within-jetwitin-jet… behavior
๏

Recall: Approximate full matrix element
•

(0)
|MX+1(si1, s1k , s)|2
(0)
|MX (s)|2

(0)
|MX+1(si1, s1k ,2s)|2
i1 1k
(0)
|MX (s)|22
i1 1k

⇥
= 4⌥

⇥

s CF

⇥

“Eikonal”

2sik
+ ...
si1s1k

(universal, always there)

2s
ik
ds ds
dp
dz
dE
1 + ... d⇤i1
⇥ 4⌥ sCF
⇥ limit of QCD
⇥ →suniversal
(E1 ⇤ Eterms
i , ⇤i1 ⇤ 1)
i1 s1k
by Leading-Log
dominant
s s
p z(1 z) min(Ei, E1) ⇤i1
•

d⇤i1
dsi1ds1k
dp2
dz
dE1
⌅ 2
⌅
(E1 ⇤ Ei, ⇤i1 ⇤ 1)
si1s1k
p z(1 z)
min(Ei, E1) ⇤i1

,...

Rewritings in soft/collinear limits
“smallest” kT (or pT or θij, or …) → largest Eikonal (and/or most collinear)
Peter Skands

Monash University
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TYPES OF ALGORITHMS
๏

2. “Cone” type
Take your 4-vectors. Select a procedure for which “test
cones” to draw
Different names for different procedures
Seeded (obsolete): start from hardest 4-vectors (and possibly
combinations thereof, e.g., CDF midpoint algorithm) = “seeds”
Unseeded : smoothly scan over entire event, trying everything
Sum momenta inside test cone → new test cone direction
Iterate until stable (test cone direction = momentum sum direction)

Warning: to optimise speed, seeded algorithms were
sometimes used in the past. INFRARED UNSAFE
Peter Skands

Monash University
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UV

IR

QCD

n minimum-bias, we typically have Q2UV ∼ Q2IR , wherefore all observables depend significantly
SAFE
OBSERVABLES)
he IR physics (or(IR
in other
words,VS
whenUNSAFE
IR physics is all
there is, then any observable, no matter h
arefully defined, depends on it).
Even when a high scale is present, as in resonance decays, jet fragmentation, or underlying-ev
May
looksafety
pretty
similar
in experimental
environment
… not that they are z
ype studies,
infrared
only
guarantees
us that infrared corrections
are small,
hus, ultimately,
run into
a precision
for IR safe observables,
which…only a relia
But IR we
unsafe
is not
nice tobarrier
your even
(perturbative)
theory friends
nderstanding of the long-distance physics itself can address.
toFinally,
account there
for. Itare
therefore
appears plausible
that a universal
modeling
the underlythe non-infrared-safe
observables.
Instead
of theofsuppressed
corrections ab
badly divergent
in pQCD →
large IRcan involve
ke
accountUnsafe:
that
the hard-scattering
and underlying-event
components
uchinto
observables
contain
logarithms
s and have a common,
correlated evolution. It is in this spirit
that
the concept of “incorrections:
"
!
2models [12, 13] in both
n” [12] was developed as the cornerstone of the pn⊥ -ordered
Q
m
UV
, m≤
2n , of
IR
Sensitive
Corrections
∝
α
log
s now also 2incorporates
d, more recently, P YTHIA 8 [15], the latter of which
a
model
QIR
g [16].
Even
if we have a hadronization model which computes these
1
ol, infrared
safetycorrections,
, provides
class
observables
which
are insensitive
to
which
grow increasingly
large asus
Qwith
/QaUV
→ of
0.on
As
such a fundamental
quan
IR
the
dependence
itan
is example,
larger → consider
uncertainty
physics. This
up to
of ordereffects,
the long-distance
slong-distance
particle multiplicities;
in theworks
absence
of corrections
nontrivial infrared
the number scale
of partons that wo
ort-distance
to some
(observable-dependent)
power, typically
e mapped toscale
hadrons
in a naı̈ve
local-parton-hadron-duality
[17] picture would tend logarithmicall
Safe
→
IR
corrections
power
suppressed:
nfinity as the IR cutoff is lowered. Similarly, the distinction between a charged and a neutral pion o
2
Can
still be computed
(MC)
but can
Q
IR hence
ccurs in the very last
phase
of
hadronisation,
and
observables
that
only
include
charged tra
(1)
IR Safe Corrections ∝
also be neglected (pure pQCD)
Q2UV
re always IR sensitive.
Minimum-bias (MB) and Underlying-Event (UE) physics can therefore be perceived of as offe
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scalenonfactorised
in the problem,
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QIR ∼ ΛQCDphenomena,
∼ O(1 GeV).
Of
course,
nesideal
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studying
and
nonperturbative
with
the
added…
benefit of hav
Let’s
look
at
an
example
2
2
we typically
have Q
QIR , wherefore
all observables
significantly
onno strong pre
UV ∼ statistics
ccess
to the highest
possible
in the case
of min-bias. depend
In this context
there is
in other
words,
when
IR physics
is all therethey
is, then
anyrepresent
observable,
no
matter lenses
how through wh
nce
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IR
safe
over
IR
sensitive
observables;
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two
different
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STEREO VISION
Use IR Safe algorithms

(e.g., FASTJET)

๏

•

http://www.fastjet.fr/
To study short-distance physics
Recombination-type algos → “inverse shower”
•

•

→ can study jet substructure → test shower properties + distinguish BSM

๏

“Cone-like”: SiSCone (unseeded)
“Recombination-like”: kT, Cambridge/Aachen
“Hybrid”: Anti-kT (cone-shaped jets from
recombination-type algorithm; note:
clustering history not ~ shower history)

Use IR Sensitive observables
๏

Image Credits: Richard Seaman

E.g., number of tracks, identified particles, …
To explicitly study hadronisation and models of IR physics
•

•

→ message is not to avoid IR unsafe observables at all costs. But to know when and how to use them.
Peter Skands

Monash University
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SUMMARY
Jets
๏

Discovered at SPEAR (SLAC ‘72) and DORIS (DESY ‘73): ECM ~ 5 GeV
•

Collimated sprays of nuclear matter (hadrons).

๏

Interpreted as the “fragmentation of fast partons” -> MC generators

๏

PYTHIA (and EPOS): Strings enforce confinement; break up into hadrons
๏

Based on linear confinement: V(r) = κr at large distances + Schwinger tunneling
•

Powerful energy-momentum picture, with few free parameters
•

Not very predictive for flavour/spin composition; many free parameters
•

HERWIG and SHERPA employ ‘cluster model’
๏

Based on universality of cluster mass spectra + ‘preconfinement’
•

Algorithmically simpler; flavour/spin composition largely from hadron masses
•

NB: many indications that confinement is more complicated in pp
๏

๏

๏

~ well understood in “dilute” environments (ee: LEP) ~ vacuum
LHC is providing a treasure trove of measurements on jet fragmentation, identified particles,
minimum-bias, underlying event, … tomorrow’s lecture!

Peter Skands

Monash University
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Extra Slides

THE EFFECTS OF HADRONISATION
Generally, expect few-hundred MeV shifts by hadronisation
๏

Corrections to IR safe observables are “power corrections”
•

/ ⇤2QCD /Q2OBS

Corrections for jets
of radius R = ⌘ ⇥
/ 1/R

hadronisation pt shift (scaled by R CF/C)
0.1

•

Δpthadr × R CF/C [GeV]

Simple analytical estimate
→ ~ 0.5 GeV / R correction
from hadronisation
(scaled by colour factor)

-0.1
-0.2

jet radius, ﬂavour

Herwig 6
(AUET2)

R=0.2, quarks

Pythia 8
(Monash 13)

R=0.2, gluons

0

•

See
Korchemsky, Sterman, NPB 437 (1995) 415
Seymour, NPB 513 (1998) 269
Dasgupta, Magnea, Salam, JHEP 0802 (2008) 055

Monte Carlo tune

R=0.4, quarks
R=0.4, gluons

pp, 7 TeV, no UE

-0.3
Dasgupta, Dreyer,
Salam, Soyez, JHEP
1606 (2016) 057

-0.4
-0.5

simple analytical estimate
-0.6
100

200

500

1000

pt (parton) [GeV]
Significant differences between codes/tunes
→ important to pin down with precise QCD hadronisation measurements at LHC
Peter Skands

Figure 11. The average shift in jet pt induced by had
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HIDDEN
VALLEYS
/
EMERGING
JETS
3. Hidden Valleys: motivation
M. Strassler, K. Zurek, Phys. Lett. B651 (2007) 374; . . .

Hidden Valley
aka “Dark” Sector
aka “Hidden” Sector

Courtesy
M. Strassler

Hidden-Valley Showers
+ Valley Hadronisation

L. Carloni & TS, JHEP 1009, 105; L. Carloni, J. Rathsman & TS, JHEP 1104, 091
Torbjörn Sjöstrand

Peter Skands

QCD and BSM

Monash University
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HIDDEN VALLEYS / EMERGING JETS
pair production of dark quarks
forming two emerging jets.
Emerging Jets

3m
1m

Dark Mesons

Requirements for a model to produce emerging jet phenomenology:
Schwaller, Stolarski, Weiler
• Hierarchy between the mediator mass and hidden sector mass.
JHEP 1505 (2015) 059
• Strong coupling in hidden sector → large particle multiplicity.
• Macroscopic decay lengths of hidden sector fields back to the visible sector
Peter Skands

Monash University
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More generally, many BSM models contain colour triplet or octet
R-HADRONS
particles that can be (pseudo)stable: extra-dimensional excitations
R-hadron formation
with odd KK-parity, leptoquarks, excited quarks, . . . .
) Pythia allows for hadronization of 3 generic states:

Squark
• colour octet uncharged, like g̃, giving g̃ud, g̃uud,
g̃g, . . . ,

fragmenting to
R-hadron
interactions
• colour triplet charge +2/3, like t̃, giving t̃u, t̃udmeson
, baryon
0 , . . .or

• colour triplet R-hadron
charge interactions
1/3, like
giving
b̃c,interesting
b̃su1 , .aspects:
...
withb̃,
matter
involve

b̃/t̃/g̃ massive ) slow-moving, v ⇠ 0.7c.
QCD and BSM
slide 21/42
In R-hadron rest frame the detector has v ⇠
0.7c
Gluino
) Ekin,p ⇠ 1 GeV: low-energy (quasi)elasticfragmenting
processes.
to
Cloud of light quarks and gluons interact with hadronic rate;
baryon or glueball
sparticle is inert reservoir of kinetic energy.
Charge-exchange reactions allowed, e.g.

Torbjörn Sjöstrand

R + (g̃ud) + n ! R 0 (g̃dd) + p.
Gives properties
alternating track/no-track
detector.
Most hadronization
by analogy in
with
normal
Baryon-exchange
predominantly one way,
string fragmentation,
but

+ (g̃ud) + n ! R 0 (g̃udd) + ⇡ + ,
R
glueball formation new aspect, assumed ⇠ 10% of time (or less).
since (a) kinematically disfavoured (⇡ exceptionally light)
and matter:
(b) few pions
matter.
R-hadron interactions with
partinof
detector simulation, i.e. GEANT, not PYTHIA
. . . but part
of detector by
simulation
(GEANT), notcloud
Pythia.
Freight-train BSM particle
surrounded
light pion/gluon
→ little dE/dx
Torbjörn Sjöstrand

+ charge flipping !

QCD and BSM

A.C. Kraan, Eur. Phys. J. C37 (2004) 91; M. Fairbairn et al., Phys. Rep. 438 (2007) 1

Torbjörn Sjöstrand

Peter Skands
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